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The problem with…



Can we develop an evidence-based school?

Approximately, how many police 
officers are there in France (to the 
nearest 1,000)?

Two treatment conditions:
A
B



Treatment A

The USA has 794,300 police officers.

How many are there in France?

Can we develop an evidence-based school?



Treatment B

Finland has 7,800 police officers.

How many are there in France?

Can we develop an evidence-based school?



How many police officers are there in France?

220,000 police officers in France

Anchoring effects
These effects occur when we try to think of a value for 
an unknown quantity before estimating that quantity.
Kahneman, D. (2011) Thinking, Fast and Slow

Can we develop an evidence-based school?



Five Ways School 
Leaders Preserve 

their Sanity 
(But misinterpret the 
evidence with bias)

Can we develop an evidence-based school?



Outcome bias



Salience



Clustering illusion



Sunk cost fallacy



Recency bias













Building Evidence Into Education

Now we recognise that being a good doctor, 
or teacher, or manager, isn’t about 

robotically following the numerical output 
of randomised trials; nor is it about ignoring 

the evidence, and following your hunches 
and personal experiences instead. We do 

best, by using the right combination of skills 
to get the best job done.





“We need to think about 
what we might achieve in a 
decade or two, a generation 
or three; how teachers and 
researchers can network to 

find out what works and 
then to do it.”

Ben Goldacre, September 2013



The problem with…







Fears

‘The establishment considered evidence-based 
medicine an affront to their omniscience and 
authority, and dismissed it as both “old hat” 
(“everybody’s already doing it”) and a “dangerous 
innovation, perpetuated by the arrogant to serve 
cost-cutters and suppress clinical freedom.”’

David Sackett (the Godfather of evidence-based 
medicine aka medicine’s Dylan Wiliam/Rob Coe), 
1996 



Dr Ignaz Philipp Semmelweis





“If you’re not using 
evidence, you must be 

using prejudice…”
Sir Kevan Collins, CEO, 

Education Endowment Foundation



• 84 references to evidence

• 24 references to evidence-based

• 3 references to evidence-informed



‘It is all too easy for policy 
makers to pay lip service to the 
use of evidence, but then to 
quietly abandon it and work on 
hunch and judgement when the 
going gets hard.’

Sir John Holman 



EEF/IEE Research Schools



Research School Activities

1. Disseminating evidence-based interventions 
and practices, and supporting their 
implementation; 

2. Modelling and developing evidence-based 
practice; 

3. Bridging the gap between research and 
practice by developing innovative 
interventions and practices, based on the 
existing research.
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“We need leaders who build professional trust 
through demonstrating that they know what the 

issues are; that they look far and wide for solutions; 
that they equip the changes well; that they evaluate 

the impact of what they do. With professional 
compliance you get a deeper buy-in.” 

Sir Kevan Collins on 

Professional Compliance







Doug Lemov

“Teacher development is most effective when 
it’s embedded in a school culture where 

teachers and leaders speak a common technical 
language, are passionate (and humble) about 

getting better, have a growth mindset, and feel a 
bit of urgency. In other words, the culture in 

which teacher development occurs is the biggest 
driver of improvement.” 



Sir Kevan Collins

School leaders gain professional trust through:

• demonstrating that they know what the 
issues are; 

• that they look far and wide for solutions; 

• that they equip the changes well; 

• that they evaluate the impact of what they do.



The main job of the school leader is to 
improve the work performance of 

those they lead.



“Teachers need to trust their leaders 
because unless the teacher believes 

that the leader has the teacher’s best 
interests at heart, and unless the 
teacher believes the leader has 

credibility as a coach, the teacher is 
unlikely to invest the effort needed to 

improve practice.”



Sir Kevan Collins

School leaders gain professional trust through:

• demonstrating that they know what the issues 
are; 

• that they look far and wide for solutions; 

• that they equip the changes well; 

• that they evaluate the impact of what they do.







Sir Kevan Collins

School leaders gain professional trust through:

• demonstrating that they know what the issues 
are; 

• that they look far and wide for solutions; 

• that they equip the changes well; 

• that they evaluate the impact of what they do.





We need to heed Dylan Wiliam's advice and stop 
doing so many good things. 



Sir Kevan Collins

School leaders gain professional trust through:

• demonstrating that they know what the issues 
are; 

• that they look far and wide for solutions; 

• that they equip the changes well; 

• that they evaluate the impact of what they 
do.



The Garry Littlewood Conundrum



Mandatory Evidence
• Review of the their students’ examination 

results against the students’ academic 
targets, providing class by class commentary 
on their students’ performance; 

• Lesson Observation feedback; 

• Feedback from work scrutinies; 

• Good evidence of thoughtful lesson planning; 

• Any further evidence which might relate 
specifically to the teacher’s Performance 
Development objectives.



Ultimately, for a judgement about whether 
teaching is effective, to be seen as trustworthy, it 

must be checked against the progress being 
made by students. 



Mandatory Evidence
• The teacher’s TLF notebook/blog as a record 

his/her reflections upon his/her 
development as a teacher over the year 
which is a crucial element of the overall 
Performance Development process and plays 
a central role in the school’s drive to improve 
the overall quality of teaching.





Making CPD Impact on Outcomes 



1:1 Mathematics Tutoring 

• £3,000 p.a.

• September 2015…

• Me: “Did the 1:1 tutoring work?”

• Matt: “Yes, 75% of them got a C grade.”

• Me: “So? They might have got a C grade 
anyway. What impact did the 1:1 tutoring 
have?”

• Matt: “I don’t know.” 



1:1 Mathematics Tutoring 

• £3,000 p.a.

• May 2016…

• Matt: “I remembered what you said about the 
impact of 1:1 tutoring.”

• Me: “Go on…”

• Matt: “I  have created a treatment group and 
a control group of 12 students in each with 
very similar starting points and I am going to 
compare them to see if 1:1 might have had 
some impact.”





11Fr1



11Fr1…Unit 1



11De4



11De4…Unit 1



Why the difference?

• The French class were able to practise right up 
until the day before the examination;

• The German class had their examination 
immediately after the May/June half-term 
holiday; there was a ten day gap between their 
final practice paper and the real examination;

• What is the relationship  between metacognitive 
processes and academic starting points?

• BTW…We are teaching students with mixed 
starting points in the same class in current Year 
11.





Philippa Cordingley

It is possible to identify a number of core 
characteristics of effective professional learning: 

• the enabling of sustained peer support and 
reciprocal vulnerability which increases 
ownership, commitment and a willingness to 
take risks and to unlearn established 
assumptions and habits and to develop new 
understandings and practices.







Big 7 reasons for R&D
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Beyond Guesswork?
Teaching will only become an evidence-based 
profession when a leadership-wisdom prevails 
which creates structures in schools where 
classroom teachers: 

• can access good evidence easily; 

• feel encouraged and safe to change their practice 
in the light of the evidence; 

• are supported by a school-based research-lead 
with a Higher Education connection; 

• can evaluate the impact on student outcomes of 
the changes to their pedagogy and decide 
whether to continue with or stop the change.  
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